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Wayne Holloway-Smith wins The Geoffrey Dearmer Prize, awarded by The Poetry Society’s magazine The Poetry Review

Wayne Holloway-Smith’s poem ‘Short’ is the winner of The Poetry Society’s Geoffrey Dearmer Prize for the best poem in The Poetry Review during
2016. The Prize, which is awarded annually to a poem by a poet who hadn’t, at the time their work appeared, published a full collection, was judged
this year by poet Jane Yeh. Describing Holloway-Smith’s ‘Short’, she said:

“Filled with continual surprises, ‘Short’ twists and turns as erratically as a car gone out of control, or perhaps as its speaker’s emotions have
gone out of control. The irregular line lengths and lack of punctuation and capital letters reflect the disjunction of his or her thoughts,
giving the poem a sense of improvisation and immediacy that draws the reader in. Such improvisation is, however, an illusion, as the poem’s
artful construction, its patterns of repetition and anaphora, reveals.”

Wayne Holloway-Smith said of the winning poem:

“I don’t have a set way of ‘putting [poems] together.’ I wrote ‘Short’ in one sitting, very very quickly, in a café while one song was playing.
The song, an ‘upbeat pop sound track’ literally soundtracked the thing I was imagining.”

Holloway-Smith’s winning poem was first published in The Poetry Review, 106:2, Summer 2016. An excerpt from his new poem, ‘I CAN'T WAIT
FOR THE WENDING’, appears alongside ‘Short’ in the new Summer issue of The Poetry Review published 30 June and now wending its own way
to members. Holloway-Smith said:

“‘I CAN’T WAIT FOR THE WENDING’ is a project I’m working on right now. Made up of loads of individual pieces, without linear
narrative, but that somehow, I hope, reflect ways I have experienced the world – loss, anxiety. I guess this and ‘Short’ both veer away from a
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clear identifiable single narrator because I don’t see myself as a single fixed identity. The poems are ways of understanding how I experience
the world. In that sense they are connected. But I experience it outside of a single individual narrative – I am not the protagonist of my own
life, it’s taken a long time to know that. There’s no linearity to what I write, I hope.”

The Geoffrey Dearmer Prize was established in 1998 in memory of The Poetry Society’s oldest member. Past winners of the prize include Paul Farley,
Kim Moore, Kayo Chingonyi and Mir Mahfuz Ali. 

Holloway-Smith will be among the readers at the launch of the summer issue of the magazine at the newly-refurbished Poetry Café on 12 July; Vahni
Capildeo, Kit Fan and Allis Hamilton will also be reading. poetrysociety.org.uk/summer

Ramona Herdman wins the Hamish Canham Prize, awarded by The Poetry Society’s newspaper Poetry News 

Ramona Herdman has won the 2016 Hamish Canham Prize with her poem ‘My name is Legion: for we are many’. The poem, one of twenty-four
Poetry Society Members’ poems published in Poetry News between Summer 2016 and Spring 2017, was selected by judges Carole Satyamurti (chair)
and a Poetry Society team of Sophie Baker, Paul McGrane, Mike Sims, Phoebe Walker and Kate White. 

Speaking about the winning poem, Sophie Baker said:

“It’s always a pleasure to be handed the bundle of eligible poems to read, and, as ever, there were several poems that judges brought to the table as
possible winners. This year our decision was unanimous. 

“We felt that ‘My name is Legion: for we are many’ had many hidden depths – that it used parable in a way that spoke immediately to us on a
symbolic and linguistic level that only got deeper and clearer through rereading and discussion. This is a poem that contains much darkness and
despair – and particularly distilled into that almost too-much-to-bear final line – and seems to come from a very personal and specific experience.
And yet it speaks across many interpretations, conjuring the sheer power of the emotions involved without betraying or compromising either of
its settings: it is both a description and extrapolation of a biblical parable, and firmly set in, and relevant to, the modern world. We all agreed it
was very deftly and viscerally done, and we’re delighted to be awarding Ramona the Hamish Canham Prize this year.”

Ramona Herdman said about writing the poem:

“This is one of those poems that was really hard work! I’d been trying for ages to write about the situation at the end of the poem – the modern
day bit – and, perhaps because I was setting out with too clear an idea of where I wanted to go, it just didn’t work. The poems I was writing were
over-emotional and simplistic. So I put the subject away for a bit.

“Even when I’d got to the basic shape of the poem, it took another eighteen months of redrafting before it found its final form. I’ve always had
faith in it, as have my friends from my Poetry Society Stanza group in Norwich, who workshopped it with me, but it’s been through a lot of
rejection in its earlier drafts! But every time it came back I’d look at it and think what I could improve about it, so although instant success
would have been nice, I’m sure it’s ended up a better poem for the work.”

Herdman’s winning poem was originally published in the Winter 2016 issue of Poetry News, when it was chosen by judge Anna Woodford who set the
theme of ‘Getting Out’. The Hamish Canham Prize is awarded annually to the best members’ poem in Poetry News. It was founded in 2004 by
Sheena and Hugh Canham, in memory of their son, Hamish Canham (1962-2003). You can read the rest of Ramona’s commentary on the poem on
our website at poetrysociety.org.uk/hamishcanham.
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Notes to Editors

The Geoffrey Dearmer Prize winner: Wayne Holloway-Smith
Wayne Holloway-Smith received his PhD in Creative and Critical Writing from Brunel University on 2015. He is the author of a pocketbook,
Beloved, in case you've been wondering (Donut, 2011), and a full-length collection, Alarum (Bloodaxe, 2017), published in the spring of 2017 and
shortlisted for the Roehampton Poetry Prize. A new pamphlet, I CAN'T WAIT FOR THE WENDING, will be published by Test Centre in 2018.

The Geoffrey Dearmer Prize
The Geoffrey Dearmer Prize was established in memory of Geoffrey Dearmer, who at 103 was the Society’s oldest member. It is awarded, through the
generosity of the Dearmer family, to honour this noted World War One poet. The Poetry Review is extremely grateful to the Dearmer family. By
establishing an endowment fund, the Dearmer family has enabled the Poetry Society to award an annual prize to the best poem published in The
Poetry Review written by a poet who hadn’t published a full collection at the time their work appeared in the magazine. Past winners of the Geoffrey
Dearmer Prize include Paul Farley, Kim Moore, Laura Scott, Mir Mahfuz Ali and Zaffar Kunial.

The Poetry Review
The Poetry Review is one of the world’s leading contemporary poetry magazines. Published by The Poetry Society since 1912, it has become the most
widely read poetry magazine in the UK. Many of the century’s greatest names have appeared on its pages, from W.H. Auden and Robert Frost to
Seamus Heaney and Wislawa Szymborska. It is edited by Emily Berry, and continues to showcase exciting new work by poets from across the
world. The Poetry Review is published quarterly in March, June, September and December and is available from leading bookshops across the UK and
internationally. A subscription to The Poetry Review is also included as part of membership of the Poetry Society. Telephone 020 7420 9881 or email
membership@poetrysociety.org.uk 

The Hamish Canham Prize winner: Ramona Herdman
Ramona Herdman completed a BA and MA in Creative Writing at the University of East Anglia. Her poems have been published in Envoi, Staple,
The Rialto, Thumbscrew, Reactions, Pretext and Egg Box Magazine. Her pamphlet will be published by HappenStance in autumn 2017.

The Hamish Canham Prize
The annual prize for the best members’ poem in Poetry News was established in 2004 by Sheena and Hugh Canham, in memory of their son, Hamish
Canham (1962-2003), who was a gifted child psychotherapist with a passionate interest in, and love of, poetry. Former winners include Ian
Humphreys, Robin Houghton, Suzanna Fitzpatrick, Martin Figura and Denise Bennett.

Poetry News
Poetry News, published quarterly, is the members’ newspaper of The Poetry Society. In each issue, a professional poet sets a theme of his or her choice
to which Poetry Society members respond. The judge selects six poems for publication in Poetry News. These poets are then eligible to be considered
for the Hamish Canham Prize, which is awarded annually and presented by the Poetry Society on behalf of the Canham family.

The Poetry Society
The Poetry Society was founded in 1909 to promote a “more general recognition and appreciation of poetry”. Since then, it has grown into one 
of Britain’s most dynamic arts organisations, representing British poetry both nationally and internationally. With innovative education and
commissioning programmes and a packed calendar of performances, readings and competitions, the Poetry Society champions poetry for all ages. 
It publishes the magazine The Poetry Review, and the members’ newspaper, Poetry News. It runs the National Poetry Competition, the Foyle Young
Poets of the Year Award and the youth performance poetry championship SLAMbassadors UK. Its new website is an invaluable online resource, and
The Poetry Society also has a large and active social media presence. www.poetrysociety.org.uk
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Short

by Wayne Holloway-Smith

The whiskey in my dad’s bottle outlasts his body
I should be older than this by now
but the crushing simplicity of your hair
but I’m being played by Joseph Gordon-Levitt
in a movie about someone whose dad died
we could rob a bank here – I say in my American voice –
and he’d still be dead
but the wind is in our faces and yours looks
more masculine in this light
and mine has really quite white teeth and eyelashes
call me princess ask me something and laugh
stroke my cheek my dad is dead
but the upbeat pop soundtrack
and you catching glances at boys’ tanned legs
in slow-moving traffic
your body whistling through the streets now
anything about the shape of your face
with your feet naked on a dashboard
riding shotgun distracted
theorising bad TV
and armpits a couple of days unshaved
mine are as clean as a whistle oh god
crows do not line both sides of the road here
you are so definitely not at work
we’ve got ancient shotguns in the back
oh god for black comedy an urn and my dad’s ashes
a half-bottle of whiskey oh god
for black comedy you reach for a shotgun
spot a crow and kill it
then nothing happens
then nothing happens
then it did

Winner of the Geoffrey Dearmer Prize
First published in The Poetry Review 106:2, Summer 2016

‘My name is Legion: for we are many’

by Ramona Herdman

My favourite miracle – the casting out
of devils from the cut and howling man
who lived in tombs above the town.

It cast them into swine, a panicking that sped
the herd to drown themselves like lightning
in the sea. I feel for the townspeople,

the lawful, who thought the madman unbearable trouble
until they saw the miracle – and then
begged the saint (on their knees) to go, godspeed,

even gave him a boat.
Then had to eat the pork,

fished out, boiled down to brawn, for lack.

Had to watch each other, in fear,
for symptoms of contagion.
I think of them when I visit your stink.

When I reach in bare-armed to pull you from your bed.
When I suggest sunlight. When clearing up.
When I talk in a voice even I hate, of hope.

(New Testament, Mark 5:1-20)

Winner of the Hamish Canham Prize
First published in Poetry News, Winter 2016


